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Nursing by faith Interim Dean

Named to College
of Nursing

Valerie McCartney, MS, RN, (right) is serving her community as a faith community nurse at
Oklahoma City’s Skyline Urban Ministry. Also pictured Antrena Cox, operations assistant and Brian
Stevens, food resource center manager.
BY "OBBY !NDERSON 3TAFF 7RITER

Valerie McCartney, MS, RN, has traveled the world during her lifetime.
But all those years she’s never veered away from her true calling - taking care of others.
A pastor’s wife, a missionary, a midwife and eventually a nurse, McCartney’s calling has always
been to help.
And as her nursing career begins to wind down you’ll still find her taking care of people as
a faith community nurse at
Skyline Urban Ministry in
Oklahoma City.
“The nursing is really
essential,” McCartney said
between blood pressure
checks. “It is an interface
between the community
and the health system and
that’s one of the biggest
problems in healthcare at
the moment.”
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Gary L. Loving, Ph.D., R.N. has been named
interim dean of the Fran and Earl Ziegler College
of Nursing at the University of Oklahoma.

Gary L. Loving, Ph.D., R.N., a leader in
medicine with nearly 40 years of experience in
nursing education, has been named interim dean
of the Fran and Earl Ziegler College of Nursing at
the University of Oklahoma. OU President David
L. Boren made the announcement today at the
September meeting of the OU Board of Regents.
“The university is very fortunate that Dr. Gary
Loving will be leading the critically important
Fran and Earl Ziegler College of Nursing,” said
Boren. “He will do an outstanding job.”
Loving fills the leadership position following
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the resignation of Lazelle Benefield,
Ph.D., R.N., who will continue to
serve the College of Nursing as
dean emeritus, professor and Parry
Chair in Gerontological Nursing,
and director of the Donald W.
Reynolds Center of Geriatric Nursing
Excellence.
Loving previously served as
the college’s senior associate dean,
providing administrative oversight
for the college’s 10 academic
programs at the bachelor’s, master’s
and doctoral level, and serving as
a member of the college’s executive
leadership team. During his tenure
at OU, he has served as an
academic division director, assistant
dean for educational excellence,
assistant dean for distance education
and instructional technology, and
associate
dean
for
academic
programs. Additionally, he served
as acting dean of the College
of Nursing from September 2015
through February 2016.
Known as a pioneer in the
use of technology-mediated nursing
education, Loving in 1997 developed
and taught master’s-level courses
online – the first nursing education
initiative in the state involving
web-based nursing education. In
addition, he served as a member of
cross-disciplinary teams to develop
the infrastructure for the delivery
of web-based content throughout
the OU Health Sciences Center. Due
in large part to his leadership,
the Fran and Earl Ziegler College
of Nursing ranks as one of U.S.
News & World Report’s best online
graduate degree nursing programs
as well as among the best nursing
schools for master’s and doctor of
nursing practice programs for 2017
and 2018.
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Loving’s work has included
federally funded program grants
to develop technology-mediated
advanced
nursing
educational
programs, informatics teaching
programs
using
open-source
electronic health records and models
for interprofessional teaching. He has
advanced high-fidelity simulations
for use in nursing education. For
the past five years, he has served as
a core member of OUHSC faculty
from across all colleges to plan and
implement interprofessional health
sciences education.
In his academic administrative
role, Loving has been a leader
in developing academic/clinical
relationships to expand innovative
models of nursing education and
training which include the OU
Medical System, the Veterans
Administration Nursing Academy,
and numerous urban and rural
clinical settings across Oklahoma. He
also serves on the OUHSC Academic
Strategic Planning and Research
Strategic Planning committees.
Loving assumes leadership of
the Fran and Earl Ziegler College
of Nursing at a time of great
opportunity for an expanded
partnership with OU Medical
System, interprofessional training
across OUHSC and solving critical
health workforce needs across the
state.
A recipient of numerous teaching
awards, Loving received the OU
Regents’ Award for Superior
Teaching in 2009, and he received
the Oklahoma Nurses Association
Excellence in Nursing Education
Award in 2014.
Loving earned a bachelor’s
degree from East Central University
in 1975, a Master of Science in
nursing from OU in 1979 and a
Ph.D. from the University of Texas,
Austin in 1991.
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McCartney tries to fill the
healthcare part of that gap as Skyline
Urban Ministry tries to do the rest.
HISTORY OF SERVICE
Skyline Urban Ministry was
established in 1969 and incorporated
in 1974 as a mission outreach of the
Oklahoma Conference of the United
Methodist Church.
Founder MacKenzie Thompson
saw much of his city in poverty and
decided to start an organization that
could practically alleviate this harsh
reality.
He and other members of his
church, family, and neighborhood set
out to create a relationship based
mission that could help both the
physical and societal needs of their
clients. With an original emphasis
on the Native American population,
Skyline’s founders worked with tribal
leaders, local church leaders, and
social services to aid Native Americans
and other poverty stricken groups in
the community.
When
Native
Americans
incorporated their own tribal social
services, Skyline continued to serve
those in need.
Continuing
to
operate
in
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Oklahoma City, Skyline’s mission
has always been to aid the urban
population/working poor, children
and senior citizens.
The focus is still on the original
goals of the founders.
What started as a one-room food
pantry has blossomed into a full
service organization which provides
food, clothing, eye exams, discounted
glasses, school uniforms, and meals
for senior citizens.
More than 40 years later, the
Food Resource Center now serves
more than 20,000 Oklahomans and
more than 171,600 meals per year.
ACROSS THE POND
McCartney hails from England,
where students begin narrowing in
on their career fields early on.
She chose a technical school
which offered accounting, typing and
shorthand.
“I did that so I had something to
fall back on,” she said. “My parents
were in business so I knew those
were useful skills if I couldn’t do
anything else.”
At the age of 15 she decided she
wanted to be a missionary. School
teacher or nurse were her only
options to pursue so she became
a midwife and traveled with her
husband, tending to the flocks at the

numerous churches he would pastor.
McCartney decided it was time to
start working again as her kids got
older and more expensive.
She began working on the OB
floor in Midwest City.
Then she moved to Oklahoma
City’s south side.
Eventually she fell victim to a
nursing downsize in the market and
decided to retire at 64.
But something in her wasn’t
ready to retire. That’s when she
started volunteering as a faith
community nurse and her nursing
career blossomed.
“I knew at sometime I would be
a parish nurse and I would be able to
do my mission work,” she said.
Now she tends to those that might
slip through the cracks.
“If you look at all the people then
probably the biggest problem from
the nursing point of view is access
to healthcare but it’s also equally
education about their chronic disease
process,” she said. “They’re often so
stressed in life the last thing they
think about is themselves.”
“They know they’ve got a chronic
disease but they’re not doing anything
about it besides just hoping.”
McCartney sees her day-to-day
priorities as increasing access to
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healthcare for the community,
increasing health literacy and providing
a continuity of care.
She gets her clients to sit down
for a free blood pressure check.
But they get so much more.
“Education is really our cornerstone
but you can’t educate unless you
screen,” McCartney said.
Every Friday Skyline opens its
doors to allow members of the
community to come in and pick up an
allotment of groceries.
A Prime Time senior program is
also offered Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m. to noon for activities.
McCartney pops in on them once a
week for blood pressure screenings
and glucose checks.
Her role is unique and one that is
crucial.
“This is done in other states, not
so much in Oklahoma, but they are
talking about it,” McCartney said. “The
faith community nurse is the interface
between discharge and home care. Not
all patients have home health.”
McCartney says she could use
some help. She has openings for
licensed nurses who could volunteer
two hours a month, preferably on
Wednesdays from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
For more information contact her
at (405) 632-2644.
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CAREERS

IN NURSING
OUT OF DESTRUCTION COMES NEW LIFE, PATH: MOORE MEDICAL CENTER
BY 4RACI #HAPMAN STAFF WRITERPHOTOGRAPHER

The most difficult day of Cindy
Popejoy’s professional life was also a
positive, a day that ended with a new
life and a new path.
It was May 20, 2013 – and
what started as just a regular shift
as a labor and delivery nurse at
Moore Medical Center would change
Popejoy’s life forever.
“Moore’s labor and delivery unit
was an amazing facility,” Popejoy said.
“We were able to build everything
just the way we wanted it, we got to
design just how we thought it would
be the best for everyone.
“It was just a wonderful experience,
for the patients and for those of us
lucky enough to work there,” she
said. “It was designed so mother and
baby could be together throughout
the entire experience – during labor
and delivery, of course, but also
post-partum, all the way through
discharge.”
The unit was dedicated to making
the few days mothers and their new

babies were there the most special
time possible, Popejoy said. Staff gave
new mothers massages before they
went home, and several patients came
back to deliver their next child.
“It’s hard to describe the atmosphere
and how special it was,” Popejoy
said. “I thought I would retire from
Moore.”
Then came May 20, 2013. That
Monday started normally enough –
Shayla Taylor, who has described her
own perception of what happened
several times – was at Moore Medical
for the birth of her second child. Her
husband Jerome and 4-year-old son,
Shaiden, were right beside her.
“She was at 9 cm, and we gave
her an epidural – the baby wasn’t
doing great on the monitor, so when
we got the first tornado warning,
we decided we needed to keep her
upstairs,” Popejoy said. “I’d been with
her throughout the day, so I think
that helped her comfort level when
things started to escalate.”

Everyone else, including Jerome
and Shaiden Taylor, were ushered
downstairs to the facility’s cafeteria
and emergency room when it became
clear the tornado was not going to
veer away. That left Popejoy, her
manager and a scrub tech with the
expectant mother in a second-floor
operating room that had no windows.
As the tornado continued on
its collision path with the hospital,
Popejoy said she and her coworkers
did what they could to protect Taylor.
Placing pillows and blankets from the
warmer all around and over her, the
three healthcare workers locked arms
over their patient and waited for the
worst.
“It was an indescribable situation,”
Popejoy said. “It seemed to go on
forever, although it was probably just
a few minutes – first, there were
ceiling tiles and insulation falling all
over the place, then the doors blew
down and the wall collapsed.
“When it was over, we could look

out and see the Imax (then Moore
Warren) theater and Interstate 35 just
standing there looking out of the
room,” she said.
Popejoy had stopped the epidural
and administered a shot to Taylor to
attempt to slow her contractions as the
tornado approached; in its aftermath,
it became clear the new challenge was
finding a path out of the operating
room, so she could be transported to
another hospital in time to give birth.
“It was weird, trying to find
a way out and everything looked
different,” Popejoy said. “There was a
car blown through a window and just
debris everywhere – then we started
smelling gas and knew we needed to
get out of there quickly.”
With no flat board at their
disposal, Popejoy and her colleagues
were relieved when one of the
hospital’s pediatricians made his way
to them, as well as EMSA personnel
and staff from the nearby Harley
#ONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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CTCA Tulsa Daisy
Awardee: Giving
Her Best Self

Cindy Popejoy is celebrating her 18th year as a labor and delivery nurse.
While her path has been unusual - she was caring for a patient on the
second floor of Moore Medical Center when it was destroyed in the May
20, 2013 tornado - she would never do anything else.

Davidson dealership. The group made
it out and to an ambulance, and
Popejoy accompanied Taylor on her
ride to Norman Regional Hospital.
“She gave birth to a beautiful
little boy, who they named Braeden
Immanuel, which means ‘God is with
us,’” Popejoy said. “It seemed very
appropriate.”
While the day ended on a happy
note, with Taylor and her son –
as well as everyone else in the
hospital at the time the tornado
struck – healthy and unharmed,
Popejoy was faced with something
she would have said the day before
was unthinkable – the job she loved
for eight years was gone.
“I really struggled with finding
my place after the tornado,” she
said. “Norman offered me a spot, of
course, but it was just not what I
was looking for, and I worked for
a while at Deaconess, but it was
nights and just wasn’t what I wanted
either.”
It was through her daughter and
a friend that Popejoy would find a
place that called to her, much as
Moore Medical had all those years
ago, she said. An interview with
Integris Baptist Hospital’s labor and

delivery unit meant an immediate
job offer – and a new path for the
woman who spent her life taking
care of mothers and their babies.
“I just immediately knew, I love
it here and I can’t imagine going
anywhere else,” Popejoy said. “We
have a great team, and the concept
is like what we had in Moore, where
the moms and babies stay together,
something I think is so important.”
Now in her 18th year as an RN,
Popejoy is more committed than ever
to the career she always knew she
wanted, and that day in May 2013
not only ultimately gave her a new
start – it also was the start of a deep
friendship.
“I still have a relationship with
her (Taylor) – she went to nursing
school and works as an RN at St.
Anthony’s,” Popejoy said. “Three boys
were born during that day, including
Immanuel – we call them the ‘Nado
Boys’ and recently had a birthday
party for them.
“It’s things like that, those deep
relationships and the feeling you get
when you know you’ve taken care of
someone, no matter the circumstances
– I just can’t imagine doing anything
else,” she said.

(L to R) Tammi Holden, RN, BSN, Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Chief Nursing Office & VP of Oncology Patient Services, joins Daisy
awardee, CTCA nurse Amy Susan, and Margaret Holt MS, RN, CTCA Director
of Quality.

William Shakespeare wrote, “The meaning of life is to find your gift. The
purpose of life is to give it away.”
Each and every day, nurses all over Oklahoma give not only give of
their time, compassion and professional skills in hospitals, clinics and home
settings - they also make an impression on their patients’ lives. Exceptional
nurses go above and beyond, really investing that “something extra” in each
patient and patient family they come in contact with.
Amy Susan, a registered nurse in the Infusion Center at Cancer Treatment
Centers of America (CTCA) in Tulsa and resident of Owasso, Okla., is among
this cadre of stellar nurses. And like many others, she found purpose in life
at a young age.
“When I was nine years old, my grandma passed away from lung cancer,”
said Susan. “We were extremely close. Before she passed, I used to give her
what I called ‘medicine hugs.’ I knew from that point on that I wanted to
be a nurse in oncology to help others battling cancer.”
Susan was recognized recently at CTCA with a DAISY Award. CTCA
is a hospital-partner with the international DAISY Award program, which
highlights and rewards one nurse per quarter for extraordinary, compassionate
and skillful care demonstrated in their every day work.
According to team members, Susan’s gift and purpose shine through. “It’s
true that when your heart is in it, it’s less of ‘work’ and more of a calling,”
she added. She recommends to others, “Remember to never lose your joy or
compassion.”
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MAY BE CONSIDERED
ON A  MONTH BASIS WITH SUMMERS
OFF AND ALL "!03 APPROVED HOLIDAYS
WITH PAY  7 +NOXVILLE 3T
"ROKEN !RROW /+ 

161 LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSING

7E ARE SEEKING A FULL TIME
,ICENSED 0RACTICAL .URSE

.ORMAN 0EDIATRIC !SSOCIATES IS
SEEKING A FULL TIME ,0. FOR OUR
CLINIC 4HIS DAY TIME POSITION IS - &
WITH ONE WEEKEND CLINIC COVERAGE
A MONTH FROM AM PM .URSE
WOULD BE TAKING VITALS ON PEDIATRIC
PATIENTS PERFORMING STREP TESTS mU
TESTS INFANT CATHETERIZATION URINE
DIPSTICKS ADMINISTERING MEDICATION
AND VACCINES  ASSISTING THE
PROVIDER WITH PROCEDURES "ENElTS
INCLUDE HEALTH DENTAL VISION AND
LIFE INSURANCE SHORT AND LONG TERM
DISABILITY INSURANCE !&,!# 
+PROlT SHARING PLAN  7ALL
3TREET .ORMAN /+

7E ARE LOOKING FOR A
&ULL TIME POSITION -ON &RI
,ICENSED 0RACTICAL .URSE
TRIAGE NEEDED FOR BUSY
0EDIATRIC PRACTICE

-AIN RESPONSIBILITY WILL CONSIST OF
ANSWERING OUR BUSY TRIAGE PHONE
/THER RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE BUT
NOT LIMITED TO ROOMING PATIENTS
ADMINISTERING INJECTIONS HANDLING
REFERRALS -UST HAVE AT LEAST ONE
YEAR OF 0EDIATRIC OR &AMILY 0RACTICE
EXPERIENCE &ULL TIME POSITION - &
0LEASE ./ AGENCIES 3END RESUME
AND SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO BE
CONSIDERED FOR THIS POSITION 
3 9ALE !VE   4ULSA /+ 

TO RESIDENTS AS WELL AS SUPERVISING DAY
TO DAY NURSING ACTIVITIES 3UCCESSFUL
CANDIDATES MUST BE DEPENDABLE
COMPASSIONATE HAVE GOOD TIME
MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND HAVE A DESIRE TO WORK WITH
THE ELDERLY 4HEY MUST ALSO HAVE
THE mEXIBILITY TO WORK VARIOUS SHIFT
TIMES TO INCLUDE EVENINGS WEEKENDS
HOLIDAYS AND NIGHTS !SSOCIATES
RECEIVE FREE ACCESS TO OUR ON CAMPUS
GYM ON GOING TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
AND A WORK ENVIRONMENT RICH IN
OUR PHILOSOPHY OF VALUING ASSOCIATES
7ORKING AT )NVERNESS 6ILLAGE CAN
PROVIDE YOU WITH REWARDS THAT EXTEND
FAR BEYOND PAY AND BENElTS 9OU
CAN BE FULlLLED BOTH PERSONALLY AND
PROFESSIONALLY  7 ST 3T 4ULSA
/+ 
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The Game Plan: Beat Prostate Cancer
through Awareness & Early Detection
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/-2& SCIENTIST RECEIVES
 MILLION TO STUDY RARE
AUTOIMMUNE DISORDER

Prostate Pep Talk panelists (L to R) are: cancer survivor Richard Smith,
Steve Largent, Dr. Michael Payne, CTCA medical director of radiation
oncology, Ed Too Tall Jones, and CTCA CEO Jay Foley.

Prostate cancer is the most
common cancer among men. Nearly
one in seven men (and one in
five African American men) will be
diagnosed with prostate cancer in
their lifetime. But if detected early,
this is a disease that can have very
effective treatment options. That is, if
men will go get screened.
In an effort to increase awareness
of the disease, the benefits of early
screening, and to give guys the
extra “nudge” they need to follow
a good game plan for their health,
the National Football League Alumni
Association (NFLA), Cancer Treatment
Centers of America (CTCA) and
LabCorp are teaming up.
The Prostate Pep Talk Partnership

The three organizations launched
the Prostate Pet Talk campaign across
the country with patients, oncologists
and NFL legends. The goal is twofold: to educate men about prostate
cancer stats, risks and symptoms
as well as to increase access to
screenings.
Through Oct. 15, up to 2,000
men, ages 40 and older, who meet
eligibility requirements, may sign up
to receive a free Prostate Specific
Antigen (PSA) screening at most
LabCorp locations. After the first
2,000 spots are filled, qualifying men
may still schedule a screening at the
discounted price of $25 through mid3EE 02/34!4% 0AGE 

Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation scientist Robert Axtell, Ph.D.

Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation researcher Bob Axtell, Ph.D.,
has received a five-year grant from the National Institutes of Health to
study a rare autoimmune disease called neuromyelitis optica (NMO).
The grant, awarded by the National Eye Institute, will provide Axtell
with $2.8 million to study NMO and investigate its similarities to other
autoimmune diseases, especially multiple sclerosis.
NMO, like all autoimmune diseases, occurs when the immune system
attacks its own healthy tissues as if they were harmful invaders. In the
case of NMO, the body primarily attacks the optic nerves and spinal
cord, resulting in inflammation that can cause severe pain and vision
loss.
In severe cases, NMO–also known as Devic’s disease—can invade
regions of the brain or brain stem.
“NMO is so similar to multiple sclerosis in how it presents itself that
it is often misdiagnosed as MS,” said Axtell. “This can be devastating to
the patient, because MS therapies do not work for NMO and, in some
cases, can make the disease worse.”
Axtell said this grant offers an opportunity to study the origins of
the disease and, along with his expertise in MS, to better understand the
condition in order to identify molecular targets for therapies.
According to the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, NMO affects
roughly 4,000 Americans and it occurs 80 percent of the time in women.
It also disproportionately impacts African-Americans.
Currently there are no approved therapies for the disease, and Axtell
would like to play a role in changing that.
“I was elated when I got notice of the grant. When it sank in, I
knew it was time to go do something important,” he said. “This is a
great opportunity to make a difference for people struggling with this
horrible disease, and we are motivated to be a part of the solution.”
The grant, 1 R01 EY027346-01, is funded through the NEI, a part of
the National Institutes of Health.
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Oklahoma’s Nursing Times

Hospice Directory
- another free service provided by Oklahoma’s Nursing Times Alpha Hospice: 7512 N Broadway Ext., suite 312
Okc, 405-463-5695 Keith Ruminer/volunteer
coordinator/chaplain

INTEGRIS Hospice, Inc. & the INTEGRIS
Hospice House: Ruth Ann Frick, Vol.
Coordinator, 405-848-8884

Autumn Bridge Hospice: 405-440-2440

Hospice of Owasso, Inc.: Todd A. Robertson,
Dir. of Marketing, 877-274-0333

Autumn Light Hospice: 580-252-1266

Humanity Hospice: Sala Caldwell, Vol.
Coordinator 405-418-2530

Carter Healthcare & Hospice: OKC - OKC
Pat McGowen, Vol Coordinator, 405-947-7705, ext.
134; Tulsa - Samantha Estes, Vol. Coordinator,
918-425-4000

InFinity Care of Tulsa: Spencer Brazeal, Vol.
Director, 918-392-0800

Centennial Hospice: Becky Johnson,
Bereavement Coordinator 405-562-1211

Indian Territory Home Health & Hospice:
1-866-279-3975

Choice Home Health & Hospice:
405-879-3470

Interim Healthcare Hospice: 405-848-3555

Comforting Hands Hospice: Bartlesville:
918-331-0003
Companion Hospice:
Steve Hickey, Vol. Coordinator, Guthrie:
405-282-3980; Edmond: 405-341-9751
Compassionate Care Hospice: Amy Legare,
Bereavement/Vol. Coordinator, 405-948-4357
Cornerstone Hospice: Vicky Herrington, Vol.
Coordinator, 918-641-5192

Image HealthCare : 6116 S. Memorial Tulsa,
Ok. 74133 (918) 622-4799
LifeChoice Hospice: Christy Coppenbarger,
RN, Executive Director. 405-842-0171
LifeSpring In-Home Care Network: Terry
Boston, Volunteer and Bereavement Coordinator
405-801-3768
LifeLine Hospice: April Moon, RN Clinical
Coordinator 405-222-2051
Mercy Hospice: Sandy Schuler, Vol.
Coordinator, 405-486-8600

Crossroads Hospice: Elizabeth Horn, Vol.
Coordinator, 405-632-9631

Mission Hospice L.L.C.: 2525 NW Expressway,
Ste. 312 OKC, OK 73112 405-848-3779

Cross Timbers Hospice: Ardmore800-498-0655 Davis-580-369-5335 Volunteer
Coordinator-Shelly Murray

Oklahoma Hospice Care: 405-418-2659
Jennifer Forrester, Community Relations Director

Excell Hospice: Toni K. Cameron, Vol.
Coordinator 405-631-0521
Faith Hospice of OKC: Charlene Kilgore, Vol.
Coordinator, 405-840-8915
Frontier Hospice: Amber Cerney, Vol.
Coordinator, 405-789-2913
Golden Age Hospice: 405-735-5121
Good Shepherd Hospice: 4350 Will Rogers
Parkway Suite 400 OKC OK 73108 405-943-0903
Grace Hospice Foundation: Sharon Doty, Dir
of Spec. Projects - Tulsa 918-744-7223
Harbor Light Hospice: Randy Pratt, Vol.
Coordinator, 1009 N Meredian, Oklahoma City, OK
73107 405-949-1200

One Health Home Health in Tulsa:
918-412-7200
Palliative Hospice: Janet Lowder, Seminole, &
Sabrina Johnson, Durant, 800-648-1655
Physician’s Choice Hospice: Tim Clausing,
Vol. Coordinator 405-936-9433
Professional Home Hospice: Sallisaw:
877-418-1815; Muskogee: 866-683-9400; Poteau:
888-647-1378
PromiseCare Hospice: Angela Shelton, LPN Hospice Coordinator, Lawton: (580) 248-1405
Quality Life Hospice: 405 486-1357
RoseRock Healthcare: Audrey McCraw,
Admin. 918-236-4866

Horizon Hospice: LaDonna Rhodes, Vol.
Coordinator, 918-473-0505

Ross Health Care: Glenn LeBlanc, Norman,
Chickasha; April Burrows, Enid; Vol. Coordinators,
580-213-3333

Heartland Hospice: Shawnee: Vol. Coor. Karen
Cleveland, 405-214-6442; OKC: Vol. Coor. Tricia
Woodward, 405-579-8565

Russell Murray Hospice: Tambi Urias,
Vol. Coordinator, 405-262-3088; Kingﬁhser
405-375-5015; Weatherford-580-774-2661

Heavenly Hospice: Julie Myers, Coordinator
405-701-2536

Seasons Hospice: Carolyn Miller, Vol./
Bereavement Coordinator, 918-745-0222

Hope Hospice: Bartlesville: 918-333-7700,
Claremore; 918-343-0777 Owasso: 918-272-3060

Sequoyah Memorial Hospice:
Vernon Stone, D. Min. Chaplin, Vol. Coordinator,
918-774-1171

Hospice by Loving Care: Connie McDivitt,
Vol. Coordinator, 405-872-1515
Hospice of Green Country: Tulsa:
918-747-2273, Claremore: 918-342-1222, Sapulpa:
918-224-7403

Sooner Hospice, LLC:
Matt Ottis, Vol. Coordinator, 405-608-0555

4HE (OSPICE $IRECTORY ABOVE DOES NOT REPRESENT A LIST OF ALL (OSPICE
FACILITIES STATEWIDE &OR A COMPLETE LIST VISIT WWWOKGOVHEALTH
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Every Two Minutes,
Someone in the U.S
Dies from Sepsis
September is Sepsis Awareness Month. Here are some facts from Sepsis
Alliance, the nation’s leading sepsis advocacy organization, about sepsis in
the U.S. and how simply knowing the signs can save a life.
You probably have never heard of
it. In fact, only 55 percent of adults
in the U.S. ever have. It’s sneaky and
is the result of your body’s immune
system turning on itself instead of
fighting the cause – an infection. It
can start from something as simple
as a tiny cut. It doesn’t discriminate
and can happen to anyone – young
or old, healthy or ill. Every year,
more than 258,000 people in the
U.S. die from it, more than from
prostate cancer, breast cancer, and
AIDS combined. The most devastating
part is that it’s treatable, especially
when it’s caught early and treated
properly. What is it? Sepsis.
“Sepsis is the overreaction of
the body’s immune response to
an infection. This can lead to
organ damage and even death,” said
John Hurst, St. Anthony Infectious
Diseases Pharmacist and Director
of Antibiotic Stewardship. “Anything
from pneumonia to a UTI can
progress to sepsis. The most common
causes of sepsis are infections of the
lungs, skin, abdomen and urine. It’s
important to know that 80 percent
of sepsis cases start outside of the
hospital setting.”
So what symptoms should you
look for? “When someone has an
infection along with any combination
of the following signs it could be
sepsis: shortness of breath or rapid
breathing, confusion or disorientation,
fever or shivering, high heart rate,
extreme pain, and/or pale clammy

skin,” said Hurst.
The quicker sepsis is diagnosed
and treated, the higher the chance
of survival with no or minimal
long-term after affects, such as
amputations. “The best thing you
can do is seek medical care. Sepsis
is a medical emergency and every
minute counts when we look at
sepsis survival,” stated Hurst. “Call
your doctor or go to the emergency
room immediately if you think you
or someone you are caring for has
sepsis. Don’t be afraid to ask your
doctor ‘Could this be sepsis?,’” he
added. So you know what sepsis
is and the symptoms, now what?
Prevent infection in the first place
by using good hygiene – wash
your hands, properly care for open
wounds, get vaccinations, and seek
medical attention if you suspect sepsis.
“Vaccinations are extremely important
in the prevention of sepsis, especially
the flu and pneumonia vaccines,”
said Hurst. “Seeking medical care
for infections before they get out of
control can help prevent progression
to sepsis. For patients with diabetes,
skin and foot care can prevent
infections from taking hold and
putting you at risk for sepsis.”
Remember, every two minutes
someone dies from sepsis – a treatable
condition that can start from any
kind of infection. So don’t hesitate if
you suspect sepsis and get medical
help as soon as you see the signs.
You could save a life.

Special Event: September 29
The Health Care Professional’s Role
When Faced With Human Trafficking
The event will be held at the OU Fran and Earl Ziegler College of
Nursing, 1100 N. Stonewall Ave, Room 138, Oklahoma City, OK 73117
Friday, September 29, 2017 from 8:00 am - 1:20 pm. Registration will be 7:30
am - 8:00 am. $50.00 per/person (complimentary to consortium employees)
For more information contact: Patrice Brown patrice-brown@ouhsc.edu
405-271-1491, ext. 49206.
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October.
Dr. Michael Payne shared why
CTCA partnered in this important
program during national Prostate
Cancer Awareness Month, September
1-30. “The American Cancer Society
(ACS) estimates there will be 161,360
new prostate cancer diagnoses in 2017,”
said Payne. “The ACS recommends
that men who are considered highrisk get screened beginning at age 40.
Risk factors for being at higher risk
can include family history and race,
with African-American men having
a more than 20 percent higher
likelihood of developing prostate
cancer. The oncology community
recommends the men at average risk
should be screened starting at age 50.
More men need to be aware and take
action.” CTCA of Tulsa hosted a panel
discussion on August 30 for patients,
community business leaders, cancer
support organization representatives,
as well as legislative and chamber
guests and featured a prostate cancer
panel discussion. The informative
session was followed by a “meet and
greet” reception with former NFL
players Ed “Too Tall” Jones and Steve
Largent. The football greats shared
stories of how their lives, and lives
of players or coaches close to them,
have been impacted by this specific
type of cancer.
Life Lessons from Legends
The NFL Alumni Association is
a nationwide group of former NFL
players, coaches, staffers, cheerleaders,
spouses and associate members whose
mission is to serve, assist and inform
former players and their families. The
Association offers a variety of medical,
financial and social programs to help
members lead healthy, productive and
connected lives. The partnership fit
well in their mission and the retired
football icons were more than happy

to be in the Prostate Pep Talk
lineup.
Former Seattle Seahawk Largent
shared his memorable story of good
friend, Oakland Raider Mike Haynes.
“Mike had retired and was inducted
into the Hall of Fame and got a job
with the NFL out of New York City.
While doing a promotion tour for
prostate screening, he got screened
himself. His test came back positive.”
“It was a shock,” said Largent.
“Here was this guy with a similar
career to mine and in his early
50s. He had prostate cancer. Cancer
doesn’t care if you look healthy, are 6
foot 4 and weigh 250 pounds. It can
impact anyone.”
Patients Given a Winning Chance
Norman resident and cancer
survivor Richard Smith knows that
first-hand. “I had no symptoms,” noted
the Tulsa CTCA patient who shared
his personal prostate cancer diagnosis
and treatment journey alongside the
NFL alums.
“I was at an age my doctor
recommended the PSA test during a
routine check-up. My numbers came
back high,” explained Smith. “And I
was inclined to do nothing more. But
my doctor persisted in encouraging
me to follow up further on the
results. I finally did and those test
revealed I had the cancer.”
The parting advice from all of
the panel participants in Tulsa was
this: be the champion of your own
health. No excuses, fellas.
“We caught it early enough for
me to be here to tell my story,” added
Smith. “My advice: get the test. Listen
to your doctor. Win at life.”
To sign up or learn more
about eligibility, men can visit
www.prostatepeptalk.com. Testing will
be performed at most of LabCorp’s
patient service center locations across
the country. No case is typical. You
should not expect to experience these
results.

Special Event: December 1st
LET THE HEALING BEGIN
WHEN CAREGIVING HURTS
This event will be held at the OU Schusterman Center,
Learning Library 4502 E. 41st Street, Tulsa, OK 74135 December 1st,
2017 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. (Check in/registration will start at 7:30
a.m. Session Topics: Violence in the workplace, Preventing Injuries
at Work, Humor Amongst Healthcare, The Grieving Professional
and Drug Use/Abuse
Pre-registration $120 until November
24th, after that date $150 Lunch & CEU’s included Register at
www.ohai.org. For more information call 1-888-616-8161.
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Vicki L Mayfield, M.Ed., R.N.,
LMFT Marriage and Family
Therapy Oklahoma City
If you would like to send a
question to Vicki, email us at
news@okcnursingtimes.com
Q. Why is it that so many people can make
good, well thought out decisions about their
jobs, careers, choice of cars, where they vacation,
etc but in matters of love they seem to have no
working brain cells? Love seems to be the most
difficult road to navigate. Why?
A. First of all, decisions about love are usually not made
from a cognitive, well thought out plan. Love is about emotion,
its a feeling. You may “tell” yourself, “I have made up my
mind, I am breaking up with Larry,” but then Larry calls, says
all the right things and you forget your previous plans. Your
emotions are now rewriting your script.
The hardest battle to be fought is between what you
KNOW and what you FEEL. How do you stay in your head
long enough to make good, healthy decisions when it comes
to love?
When you read the writing on the wall that tells you the
relationship has many flaws; do you erase it and pretend it
will be ok, do you read it and try to change the word “flaws”
to something less toxic or do read it and realize you are losing
more than you are gaining (you move from your emotions to
your cognitive problem solver).
If more people in dysfunctional, toxic relationships could
choose to be single and take some time for themselves then
there would be an opportunity to learn more about choosing
healthier people. If this “alone, down time” could be viewed
as “self care time” then insight could be gained and different
choices made. But being ALONE scares some people into
staying, no matter how abusive.
People are wired to love and be loved. Love can be healthy,
warm, nurturing and just makes you feel good. Having
someone to communicate about the day, the world, what to
have for dinner; to hold and feel the warmth of a hug, a kiss;
to protect and support.........now that’s healthy love. It really
does exist.
I was talking to a friend who has been married for
25 years and she said the key to her marriage has been
friendship. She and her husband developed a friendship before
and continued throughout their marriage. They don’t just talk,
they communicate. They both have a strong self worth, respect
for each other and for themselves.
Before you feel love, think about it. What does love mean
to you? If you don’t have a “deal breaker” or two, stay home.
It’s dangerous to date and not know what you won’t accept.
At least try to do some “cognitive brain cell work” before your
emotions jump into high gear.
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What’s special about Oklahoma City Indian Clinic?
We’re like family - we
care about not only the
patients’ well-being, but
also each other.

I can use my years of
experience as a perinatal
nurse to provide education
to our Native American
population of mothers and
fathers.

Each week we visit with health care
professionals throughout the Metro

OKCIC is very supportive
and understanding and
helps us with our personal
growth - they make sure
we know our work is
meaningful.

OKCIC allows me and also
encourages me to make
a difference in American
Indian lives daily.

Patty Taylor

Stephanie Harris

Please Let us know Your Thoughts

Lynn Morrison

Lynne Arnold

Email:
news@okcnursingtimes.com
or mail to
Oklahoma’s Nursing Times
P.O. Box 239
Mustang, Ok. 73064

